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ABSTRACT
Building information modeling (BIM) and optimization method should allow new design processes including multiobjective and integrated design. A methodology to use these tools is developed and discussed
here for building refurbishment and energy performance. A collective housing building is used as a case
study but also to get feedbacks and to finetune the
method regarding real needs. This refurbishment operation is on-going and stakeholders are setting up a
BIM oriented management of the refurbishment. Considering the real process technical difficulties, an automated method using statistical and manufacturer databases has been prototyped through ontology rules.
Predefined templates are set up to estimate direct construction costs. This integrated-design method is then
used together with an NSGA-II algorithm considering
a set of refurbishment techniques. The cost-energy
performance trade-off problem is to decide an optimal
combination of construction methods with the objective of minimizing total cost and energy performance.
The proposed automated method linked with BIM and
real databases can overcome uncertainties and extend
design alternatives.

INTRODUCTION
Building energy performance can be considered at
several stages in the design process from the building
envelope first sketches to the detailed HVAC system
design. Increasing requirements for energy efficiency
(NZEB) are tricky to obtain, but necessary to carry out
during the envelope design process. In previous studies (Chardon et al. 2015; Chardon et al. 2014), integrated design process was proposed for optimization
process to limit cost and energy demand. However,
this method for new buildings becomes more complex
in building refurbishment design. Considering the real
construction sector there are a lot of constraints due to
the cost variations, the detailed information availability, the large variety of regulation and good practice
rules, etc. These constraints make it difficult to implement advanced integrated design tools, which are often based on simplified hypothesis and continuous parameter variations, regardless of real products variations. Therefore, the refurbishment of a collective
housing building is used here as a case study, Figure

1, to support the development of a possible integrated
design approach.

Figure 1 Collective housing case study - France
Detailed data were collected for this building, located
in France, through indoor and outdoor tridimensional
scan. Design variables are related to various envelope
configurations. Constraints are specified by policy and
stakeholder requirements identified throughout the
real project. However these limited possible construction products offer a huge amount of combinations
that were not considered by the designers, who limited
their approach to five alternative designs. The use of
Building Information Modeling (BIM) has grown significantly and became an essential technology for enabling interoperability between different stakeholders
in the construction industry. Although BIM is considered helpful in improving the building design process
by eliminating conflicts and duplication of work, there
has been little research on integrated design to perform
automated optimization. The cost-energy performance
choice results of an optimal combination of construction methods with the objective of minimizing total
cost and energy performance (Chantrelle et al. 2011).
Searching for such an optimal combination of construction methods requires evaluating the direct cost
and energy consumption of the project. However, the
automation of the cost estimate of a project is a difficult problem due to the complexity of assessing exact
quantities and the implementation of real products databases.

INTEROPERABILITY FOR DATABASES
AND SIMULATION TOOLS
In this section, a semi-automated approach is developed to manage the problem of using real databases

and interoperability for specific tools for professionals
with ontology rules. The convergence of technologies
related to process dematerialization in the construction
sector (design, construction, maintenance, management etc.) and the use of BIM should facilitate multiphysics modeling and integrated design. However
the actual practice remains a challenge due to the complex interoperability problems between databases and
the variety of description level in a multiobjective approach, as outlined Figure 2.
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Figure 2 interoperability problems
The various tools must interact at various stages of the
calculation to enable multicriteria simulations. Moreover, in multicriteria simulations, such as the considered cost and energy, database structures varies.
Standard format and syntax evolve slowly, but a key
issue for automated processes remains the low implementation of data manipulation standards and ontology definitions.
Template definitions for an interoperability approach for collective housing refurbishment
From the analysis of the case study implementation,
Figure 1, the use of specific sets of variables has been
identified to be necessary in a first approach. These
building envelope sets are consistent with real practices predefined in given templates. In this study 7
templates, see Figure 3, are proposed for collective
housing.

Figure 3 collective housing sets to define templates

For these 7 templates, sets of possible materials cover
the range of construction products available in
databases. Then, following the limited choice from the
template, design variables are selected in the database
as in the proposed case study, see Table 3. Construction constraints and refurbishment work consequence
are included in the template. E.g. some insulation materials can be forbidden in some templates due to fire
safety rules, thermal bridges calculations rules vary,
removal costs can be added for refurbishments, etc.
Then, interoperability links between database entities
are proposed to form consistency rules. These links
complete the template definitions. In the following
section, semantic web is proposed to ensure this interoperability through standard formats related to BIM
manipulation.
Resource description framework (RDF) and Web
ontology language (OWL).
The primary purpose of ontology is to model a combination of knowledge in a given domain. Semantic web
initiative was motivated by problems related to heterogeneous data formats in collaborative settings between systems. Although XML has been described as
ending interoperability problems, i.e. IFC format
(ISO10303-21 2002), the semantic web aims at improving the readability and interpretation of information disseminated and possibly incomplete. Information exchanges between software components can
be also standardized and several approaches have been
developed (P. Pauwels et al. 2011; Beetz et al. 2009).
Semantic Web is defined by 2 specifications, Resource Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL).
RDF is some form of intelligent Semantic Web, which
is used to connect resources together. These statements are often referred to as RDF triples, consisting
of a subject, a predicate and an object. Then, this implies directionality in the RDF graph (e.g. <#1234>
<is a> <Window>). Each concept and relation are assigned to a Unique Resource Identifier (URI).
Then, in order to automate consistancy rule application on models, the OWL language was developed.
The OWL language (W3C 2013) is based on RDF and
is used to define Web ontology structures. An OWL
structure may include class descriptions, properties
and their instances. Beetz et al. (2009) presented an
approach to map EXPRESS to OWL, which can be
used to transform IFC to an ontology representation
(IfcOWL). OWL/RDF has modeling practical benefits
over STEP/EXPRESS when used for functional
knowledge creation. Table 1 reviews equivalences between BIM and Semantic web standards.

Table 1 BIM and Semantic web format equivalences
BIM
Schema
Format
Identifiers
Export

EXPRESS
IFC
GUID
STEP,
IFCXML

Rules
Queries

BIMQL

SEMANTIC WEB
OWL/RDFS
RDF graph
URI
RDF/XML, N3, Turtle, JSON-LD
SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)
RIF (Rule Interchange Format)
JENA Rules
SPARQL (RDF query language)

Database operations with a standard
rule and query language
From the available rule languages (Table 1), we have
defined rule sets with Jena Rules Engine (The Apache
Software Foundation 2015). This is used to match
products to retrieve the properties related to energy
models (thermophysical properties) and product or labor costs, as illustrated Figure 4.

(a)
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://ADP/4P14027102">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://ADP/IfcWindowADP"/>
<adp:cost>237.61</adp:cost>
<adp:label>French window</adp:label>
<adp:material>PVC</adp:material>
<adp:overallHeight>1.35</adp:overallHeight>
<adp:overallWidth>1.0</adp:overallWidth>
</rdf:Description>

(b)
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://EDIBATEC/Fpee">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://EDIBATEC/IfcWindowEDI"/>
<edi:name>French window</edi:name>
<edi:hasProperties>2</edi:hasProperties>
<edi:overallHeight>1.35</edi:overallHeight>
<edi:overallWidth>1.0</edi:overallWidth>
<edi:material>PVC</edi:material>
<edi:IfcThermalTransmittanceMeasure>1.61
</edi:IfcThermalTransmittanceMeasure>
</rdf:Description>

Figure 4 cost (a) and product (b) database tree
sketches and corresponding RDF description for a
window class for both databases.

Each rule enables to develop implicit information
from databases. These rules can be applied to RDF
graphs. Figure 4 represents both the database structures and a corresponding rule example for window
products. Radial maps of the hierarchical tree structure
(Graph-theoretic data structures) of these 2 databases
differ for construction costs (Figure 4a) and manufacturers’ details (Figure 4b). This representation highlights the structural difference for two specific approaches of the same physical entities. This construction cost database has a complex tree but few nodes,
Figure 4a, as the entities are split in several sub-nodes
which have same ancestors but not necessarily same
parents. E.g. for a complete definition of a window
product there are one node for installation mode, for
each small support element and labor cost, for the
number of multiple glazing, of sashes, etc. The manufacturers’ database, Figure 4b, has a simpler tree structure with much more nodes as each node correspond
to a single product including all its characteristics. In
this example for the window products, the external
nodes, there are single parent nodes which are the providers. Queries associated with these predefined relationships between objects are faster to process associative data than costly SQL links. Figure 4a, the structure of window cost data are colored in red for PVC
windows and blue for the others. Figure 4b the related
PVC windows are colored in red. The semantic reasoner creates RDF logical information using the rules
of consistency to provide a common data model to extract the information (geometry, physical quantities).
E.g. geometry attributes are stored in databases with
the tags overallHeight and overallWidth, wheras window U-values are stored with the tag IfcThermalTransmittanceMeasure. The more these links are defined, the more the heterogeneous databases are consistent. As both databases do not have similar levels of
details, the risk of applying too many links is that one
of the databases does not provide corresponding products.
The queries are ensured through the SPARQL endpoint based on the ARQ query engine. An example for
a window is presented Figure 5. This rule is used to
browse both databases in RDF format and groups similar windows (e.g. PVC windows highlighted in red).
BIM and data operations for simulations
The bimserver.org (http://bimserver.org) Java classes
are used to store a BIM model and manipulate objects
available in databases. In this study, bimserver.org
Java classes has been used for generating IFC-to-RDF
plugin (Hoang 2013; Pieter Pauwels et al. 2011) and
for:


Parsing IFC schema defined in EXPRESS format
(ISO10303-11 2004);



Parsing IFC model defined in STEP-File format
(ISO10303-21 2002);



Exporting IFC schema and model to Jena models
which can be later exported to triple stores or text
files in different RDF formats;



Exporting building energy model (BEM) to the
building energy simulation code .



Importing IFC models from Jena models.
PREFIX adp:
PREFIX edi:

<http://ADP/>
<http://EDIBATEC/>

SELECT ?windowADP ?windowEDI ?Cost ?Uw
WHERE {
?windowADP a adp:IfcWindowADP .
?windowADP adp:overallHeight ?heightADP .
?windowADP adp:overallWidth ?widthADP .
?windowADP adp:material ?propADP .
?windowADP adp:cost ?Cost .
?windowADP adp:format ?formatADP .
?windowEDI
?windowEDI
?windowEDI
?windowEDI
?windowEDI
?windowEDI
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
}

a edi:IfcWindowEDI .
edi:overallHeight ?heightEDI .
edi:overallWidth ?widthEDI .
edi:material ?propEDI .
edi:IfcThermalTransmittanceMeasure ?Uw .
edi:format ?formatEDI .

(?formatEDI = "Window") .
(?formatADP = "Window") .
(?widthEDI = ?widthADP) .
(?heightEDI = ?heightADP) .
(?heightEDI = 1.35) .
(?widthEDI = 1.0) .
(?propEDI = "PVC") .
(?propADP = "PVC") .

Figure 5 RDF Query Language (Jena-SPARQL)
Figure 6 presents an overview of this architecture
framework, which integrates the cost evaluation
plugin.

Figure 6 System overview of BIMServer Framework
and implementation of cost evaluation plugin
The use of bimserver.org framework should allow to
develop remote services via Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP), REpresentational State Transfer
(REST) and Protocol Buffers. The consistencies rules
are executed by the cost plugin for evaluating all quantities (see Figure 7). Then cost and product queries follow the IfcOWL/RDF model (see Figure 5). Finally,
quantities and products are replaced in the construction detailed cost estimates.
Cost is calculated using a simplified cost calculation
RDF template. It comprises the cost of each design
variable (DV: walls, windows, doors, slab) and non-

variable costs for the operation (earthwork, foundation, equipment...) choice based on a vocational cost
database for France, ADP (BatiActu). All costs include labor costs and are regularly updated and determined statistically for typical construction products.
This cost database gives generic description of products and does not include all product thermophysical
characteristics. The proposed automated links (Figure
4 and Figure 6) with the products database (EDIBATEC 2015) complete the data.

SIMULATION
Case study and design variables
The case study, a collective housing building of
1306m² of net floor area (Figure 1), is located in La
Rochelle, on the west coast of France. The building is
composed of 4 stories and is oriented east-west. The
measured airtightness is 1.8(m3/h)/m² under 4Pa. Inside insulation (II) is recommended for the west facade due to an aesthetic choice for the stone façade
and difficulties due to balconies. External wall structure is sandstone wall. Thermal inertia effects are calculated depending on the insulation typology. The
method focuses on building envelope cost and the related heating demand. All design variables values are
summarized in Table 3. The defined design space
thereby comprises 201,600,000 possible solutions (21
x 10 x 1 x 1 x 20 x 2 x 5 x 1 x 8 x 30 x 20).
Design tools in the optimization process
Optimization in building design has been widely studied for the past two decades. Genetic algorithms were
found to perform well as compared to other algorithms
for such problems (Attia et al. 2013; Evins 2013; Nguyen et al. 2014). A non-sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGAii) was hence chosen for carrying out the multiobjective optimization in this study. The algorithm
(Deb et al. 2002) has been implemented in a Python
library called Deap (Fortin et al. 2012). The Figure 9
gives an overview of the optimization implementation
for this cost and energy performance as more precisely
described in previous papers (Chardon et al. 2015;
Chardon et al. 2014).
Bill of quantities rules
Detailed cost estimates include estimating product
quantities, which are physical quantities of design
components. This requires calculating and aggregating the quantities, lengths, areas, and volumes of the
identified items. Shen and Issa (2010) have developed
a tool to facilitate manipulations and to increase accuracy. Their 3D visualization based approach is called
BIM-Assisted
Detailed
Estimating
(BADE).
Kadolsky et al. (2014) have used IfcOWL ontology to
write rules based on eeBIM-ontology-based (Energy
Enhanced BIM). Using RDF, this approach gives access to semantic web features like SPARQL queries.
The bill of quantities for walls and windows of are detailed Figure 7.

DISCUSSION
The optimization algorithm has been run multiple
times to adjust its parameters. Setting the number of
generations to 40 and the number of individuals per
generation to 80 seemed to be a good compromise between computation time and preciseness of the Pareto
front approximation (see Table 2 for parameter values).
Table 2 Parameters of NSGAii algorithm
Function to
be optimized
Size of the population
of individuals
Number of generations
to be computed
Mutation probability
Crossover probability

Heating demand
(Qheated)
Global Cost Construction
80
40
80%
80%

A higher number of generations and individuals did
not significantly improve the Pareto front. Figure 8

shows a plot of the building heating demand and investment costs calculated for all solutions. In this particular case, 3 200 different solutions have been evaluated which took six hours to complete (Intel Core I7 2.40 GHz laptop). The red dots correspond to the individuals located on the Pareto front determined by the
algorithm. Several analyses can be drawn from the optimization results. Here a focus is made on the optimal
solutions, located on the Pareto Front (see Figure 8).
Figure 8a is characterized by solutions where the window surface stays small. The cost is rather low mostly
because a square meter of wall is cheaper than a square
meter of window. In Figure 8b larger bay windows
(east and west orientations) are chosen and the energy
performance is improved as compared to Figure 8a.
The average U-value of solutions increases from Figure 8a to Figure 8c due to the large windows while the
energy performance improves. Finally, Figure 8c corresponds to the most energy efficient solutions where
maximum window surfaces facing east are chosen and
the top floor insulation thickness is multiplied by four
between Figure 8a and Figure 8c.

Figure 7 RDF Rules Language (Jena-Rule) for estimated walls and windows quantities

Figure 8 Heating demand vs. investment cost results. The red dots on the graph represents the Pareto front.
Table 3 Design variables properties (thickness e, overall thermal resistance R, thermal bridge heat loss coefficient ψ, window overall thermal conductance Uw)
REF

REFURBISHMENT
TEMPLATE

2

Wall West, North, South
insulation (II, IE)

2

Wall East insulation (II)

7
2

Wall stairwell insulation
(ITI)
Wall structure

3

Top floor insulation

3

Top floor structure

4

Floor insulation

4

Crawl space bay windows

1

South North bay windows

TYPE
Glass wool, Rock wool
Expanded polystyrene
Glass wool
Expanded polystyrene
Glass wool
Sandstone wall
Glass wool
Cellulose wadding
Light wooden floor
Insulated hollow core slab floor
Rock wool
Wood French window
0.60m x 0.8m
PVC, ALU, Wood French window
1.35m x 0.8m, 1.35m x 1.0m

1

East windows

PVC, ALU, Wood French window,
1.35m x 0.8 m, 1.35m x 1.0m,
1.35m x 1.2m, 1.35m x 1.4m,
2.25m x 1.0m, 2.25m x 1.2m,
2.25m x 1.4m, 2.25m x 1.6m,
2.25m x 1.8m

1

West windows

PVC, ALU, Wood French window
1.35m x 0.8m, 1.35m x 1.0m,
1.35m x 1.2m, 1.35m x 1.4m

PROPERTIES
e from 12 to 18 cm
e from 10 to 16 cm
e from 12 to 18 cm
e from 10 to 14 cm
e = 10 cm
R = 0.357 m²K/W
e from 6 to 32 cm
e from 10 to 40 cm
R = 0.04 m²K/W
ψ = 0.04 W/mK
R = 4 m²K/W
ψ = 0.33 W/mK

NUMBER OF
VARIANTS
21
10
1
1
20

2

e from 12 to 20 cm

5

Uw = 2.1 W/m²K

1

Uw from 0.96 to 2.1 W/m²K

8

Same as North bay window type

30

Same as North bay window type

20

Figure 9 General diagram of the optimization process

CONCLUSION
In this study an integrated design method is outlined
for building refurbishment. The possible use of BIM
and real products databases presented here could support multiobjective optimization in construction sector. The advantage of semantic web description was
used to consolidate the heterogeneous databases and
to inspect the given model quality with regard to the
envisaged cost performance analysis. The definition of
consistency rules has allowed the interpretation of the
specifications of the real products and their interoperable use with semi-automated method.
In the following developments, more complete calculations are investigated, such as the global cost method
(ISO/DIS 15686-5 2008) and the European standard
(EN-15459 2007). This latter standard includes the
heating systems which will be also taken into account
in the thermal calculation. This system integration will
require the definition of new templates, following the
same methodology.
However, the studied building refurbishment has a lot
of specificities linked to the building typology and the
stakeholder constraints. Our methodology proposes an
integration process for such specificities. Then, the
proposed methodology should be enriched for further
typology and other case study constraints. In this automated optimization process, the accuracy of cost and
energy assessments can be underlined as a limitation,
mainly due to necessary generalizations. The cost assessment is especially highly variable and uncertain.
However, the multiobjective design process should
give some tendencies which will be assessed in details
for the chosen building design.
Finally, this methodology development will be consolidated and confronted to the ongoing refurbishment
operation used here as a case study. The technical

committee (composed of specialized companies
which are involved in the refurbishment) will be also
involved to bring feedbacks on this software prototype. The optimization results will be processed to analyze theoretical and global tendencies; but also for
the specific decision making processes during stakeholders’ meetings. Other optimization algorithms, objective functions and building information models will
be also studied. More detailed results should bring out
the implementation of new design methods in stakeholders’ decision processes.
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